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Abstract
During the last decade, we witnessed an exponential rise of datasets from heterogeneous sources.
Ontologies are playing an essential role in consistently describing domain concepts, data harmonization
and integration to support large-scale integrative analysis and semantic interoperability in knowledge
sharing. Several semantic similarity (SS) measures have been suggested to enable the integration of rich
ontology structures into automated reasoning and inference. However, there is no tool that exhaustively
implements these measures and existing tools are generally Gene Ontology speci�c, do not implement
several models suggested in the WordNet context and are not equipped to properly deal with frequent
ontology updates. We introduce a Python SS measure library (PySML), which tackles issues related to
current SS tools, providing a portable and expandable tool to a broad computational audience. This
empowers users to manipulate SS scores from several applications for any ontology version and �le
format. PySML is a �exible tool enabling the implementation of all existing semantic similarity models,
resolving issues related to computation, reproducibility and re-usability of SS scores.

Introduction
In the current ‘big data’ era, we are witnessing an increase in large-scale multi-omics datasets generated
from multiple sources. High-performance computing infrastructures have started to shift accordingly to
enhance storing and computing power, fostering big data analytics. Integrative analyses generally yield
high con�dence inference with increased statistical power 1 . This elicits the need for data standards,
such ontologies, to effectively harmonize and integrate these heterogeneous datasets and to provide an
effective approach for making different meta-data FAIR: �ndable, interoperable, accessible and reusable2.
Thus, in the past two decades, several ontologies and standards have been developed in different
domains, including robotics and automation3, biomedical research, e.g., the gene ontology
(http://geneontology.org/)4 and the human phenotype ontology (https://hpo.jax.org/app/)5, to
unambiguously describe domain terminology and concept associations in human- and machine-readable
format. Online resources, including the NCBO BioPortal (https://bioportal.bioontology.org/)6 and the
Ontology Lookup Service (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ols/)7, have been designed to facilitate access to
different ontologies in two main formats: web ontology language (OWL) and open biomedical ontology
(OBO).

Semantic similarity measures allow the integration of knowledge contained in an ontology structure and
contribute to the improvement of information retrieval. To optimally exploit the ontology structure,
avoiding restrictions imposed by Boolean logic or exact concept match models, several semantic
similarity (SS) measures 8–37 have been suggested. We refer the interested reader to38, as well as to
Supplementary File which provides an exhaustive review of these SS measures and existing tools. In the
context of information retrieval, these measures enable the use of fuzzy expressions based on the degree
of concept similarity, producing a satisfactory performance under uncertainty. These measures are still
an active research area in various domains39,40,41, e.g, biomedical, wordnet and arti�cial intelligence.
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Web tools and software packages written in R, Python and Java were independently designed to facilitate
the computation of SS scores 12,37,39−55 . However, existing tools are generally speci�c to the Gene
Ontology (GO), context-dependent and consider only measures which were shown to perform well in
GO38,44. Thus, most of these do not support edge-related measures, which may be relevant to other
ontologies. Furthermore, existing tools are often context and organism dependent and only implement
semantic similarity measures shown to perform well in a speci�c application, most of them use a de�ned
and �xed version of the ontology, and some precompute term information content (IC) values. This
indicates that existing SS tools are not well equipped to meet input requirements of current genome- and
proteome-wide applications from high-throughput analysis44, and existing tools cannot deal with
frequent ontology updates.

Computing SS scores is still an issue due to the dearth of tools which consider related issues to produce
consistent scores on demand and in real-time for use in related applications and for testing hypotheses.
Here we implement Python SS measures library (PySML), a user-friendly and accessible package for
retrieving SS scores for any ontology version and annotation datasets, resolving issues related to
computation, reproducibility and reusability of SS scores. PySML provides an interface for developers to
easily include source codes implementing their own SS models and facilitates the retrieval of any SS
measures regardless of the ontology type and version. In addition, Python enables easy transitioning of
codes between computers, rendering PySML portable and an effective framework for developing,
assessing and testing existing and novel SS measures. This provides users with the freedom to choose
most appropriate SS measures for speci�c applications.

Results
Retrieving SS scores

In a study by Mazandu et al 44 , it was observed that, for a �xed ontology (size), the running time
increased linearly. However, between ontologies with varying sizes, for a �xed set of protein pairs, the
running time increase was not linear considering GO cellular component (smallest size), GO molecular
function (intermediate size) and GO biological process ontologies (highest size) with almost surely
biological process ontology providing the worst running time. With this prior knowledge, it is valid to show
how, in the worst case, i.e., using the largest ontology (GO biological process), the running time varies as
reaching a limit speed event would be due to the user data input size and possibly to the number of
operations induced. This model was also used in a study by Harispe et al52, in which the ontology is �xed,
and check how the library behaves in varying the user input size. Thus, using the existing largest
ontology, which is the GO biological process ontology, we computed the average running time and
extracted some SS scores produced in order to compare SML and PySML in terms of the running time
performance and score integrity, i.e., consistency between models and resulted scores.

Checking score integrity
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For checking score integrity, we used SS sores produced from the one megabyte input size consisting of
approximately 60 975 protein-pairs. Results in Fig. 3a indicate that BMA scores are higher than scores
derived from the SimGIC model in both PySML and SML. Nearly 100% of scores produced by the BMA
model are higher than those from the SimGIC model, with the BMA mean scores of 0.30853 and 0.55727
for PySML and SML, respectively, as compared to SimGIC mean scores of 0.07888 for PySML and
0.12326 for SML. These observations also support results shown in Fig. 3b, suggesting that SS scores
produced by SML are higher than those computed using PySML. To con�rm this hypothesis, we
performed a paired t-test, which revealed signi�cance mean score differences: 0.24855 (95%CI:0.24696–
0.25014) and 0.04440 (95%CI:0.04390–0.04489) with P-value < 6.7e−05 for BMA and SimGIC models,
respectively, under the null hypothesis that there is no difference between scores produced by the PySML
and SML tools.

Average running time performance

We assessed the average running time performance for PySML and SML using SS models described
above. When computing different scores, we recorded the running time of each input size to assess the
average running time for each library. Figure 4a shows how this expected running time varies with protein
pair �le sizes and, as expected the plot shows the linearity pattern increasing as concept pair input size
increases, with SML yielding lower running time than PySML. In addition, we used most commonly used
functional similarity measures for Semantic based measures (Avg, BMA, ABM, BMM, Max) and IC-based
(SimGIC, SimDIC, SimUIC, SimCOU, SimCOT), summarized in Table 1 (see Supplementary File 1) and
described in Supplementary File 2 (see Appendix 2), using Nunivers term similarity based on the GO
universal IC values. The average running time outputs in Fig. 4b show the same pattern, as
aforementioned.

 

Discussion

PySML and other similar tools
There have been numerous tools implemented for producing concepts and entity SS scores. Most of
them are context dependent, restricted to GO with a speci�c �xed version and only implement SS
measures shown to perform well in a speci�c application 44 . we refer the interested reader to38 where
these tools are described in terms of SS measures and input size that each tool supports. PySML is
implemented in Python, one of the most e�cient coding languages with various in-built libraries,
providing fast prototyping capabilities which make it easy to learn. In addition, Python enables easy
transitioning of code between computers, rendering PySML portable and an effective framework for
developing, assessing and testing existing and novel SS measures. As such, PySML provides an interface
for developers to easily include source code implementing their own SS models. This library facilitates
the retrieval of any existing or new SS measures regardless of the ontology and 7 non-ontology based SS
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measures. These non-ontology SS measures are used for other types of data structures, which can be
translated into Boolean vector pro�les, e.g., clinical records, gene expression and population- or
individual-based single nucleotide polymorphism, protein-biological pathway pro�les, etc.

Among existing tools dedicated to computing SS scores, the SML library 52 is most similar to PySML,
SML is implemented in Java while PySML is implemented in Python. Though the two languages are
among the best languages and available for most operating systems, Java, as a compiled language,
offers good computational performance in terms of running time in comparison to interpreted languages,
e.g., Python. However, Python programming language bene�ts outweigh Java running time performance
and has become one of the most popular programming languages, if not the most popular programming
language. This popularity is due to several factors, including high productivity as compared to other
programming languages, like C, C + + and Java, simple programming syntax, code readability and
English-like commands. As such, Python is more advantageous in terms of learning, considering its
various in-built libraries and more appropriate for its expansion in many machine learning and arti�cial
intelligence tasks. This suggests that the PySML library meets a high level of acceptability.

Assessing SS score integrity

We closely analyzed PySML scores in comparison to those produced by SML. For both tools, the BMA
scores are higher than the SimGIC (Jaccard index) scores almost surely (Fig. 3a), as it would be expected
based on their mathematical expressions. Comparing PySML to SML scores, SML produces higher
scores than PySML (Fig. 3b). The high scores produced by SML is mainly caused by the contribution of
the root of the ontology in SS computation as proteins sharing only the ontology root have a score
greater than 0. This suggests that SML overestimates SS scores by considering the root as an
informative ontology concept, which ultimately biases these scores38, thus negatively impacting the
performance of these SS models38,54.

Retrieving, reproducing and reusing SS scores for any ontology in any application is still challenging
39,44,54 . This mainly due to the lack of a tool that exhaustively implements existing SS models and
related assumptions to produce consistent scores on demand and in real-time for use in related
applications and for testing hypotheses. PySML bridges this gap, providing an effective framework for
developing, assessing and testing existing and novel SS measures with the possibility to compute a
customized IC-based SS approach. This framework is practical and of immediate interest for the SS end-
users and developers, helping in consistently retrieving and SS scores and easing comparisons of any
existing and novel SS models.

Quantifying running time performance

As observed in Fig. 4, PySML average running time increases linearly as the input size increases.
Comparing PySML average running time to SML (Fig. 4a), SML takes less time than PySML to produce
SS scores, as expected. This is mainly due to the programming languages used as pointed out previously.
SML bene�ts this feature from the Java programming language, as a compiled language, which is
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expected to take less running time than PySML implemented in Python as an interpreted language.
Considering the Python simple programming syntax, PySML is easy to understand compared to a Java-
based software, and we anticipate a great acceptance of this library in the scienti�c and computational
audience.

Taken together with average running time for computing different SS scores, PySML allows a large
audience to bene�t from its functionalities, effectively producing scores in realistic timeframes (Fig. 4b).
It is worth mentioning that the Python performance issues are being overcome by introducing several
libraries, such as scipy, numpy, etc. implemented in C and Fortran, well known compilers in terms of
performance and speed, yielding performance boosts that can range from a few percent to several orders
of magnitude, depending on the task at hand. This is an area of the PySML potential future expansion,
which will be explored to optimize as much as possible the PySML running time.

Summary
PySML is a �exible, easy-to-use and expandable Python open library for handling SS measures for any
ontology in any application with clear bene�ts when compared to similar solutions. It provides a large
community interested in SS measures with an interface that eases SS measure implementation, testing,
evaluation and comparison, enabling reproducibility and reusability of SS scores. Moreover, the PySML
library adequately supports the implementation of new SS models, enabling end-users customized IC-
based SS scores by providing the term-IC value map and freely choosing the SS models to be used for
producing scores. Thus, PySML provides an effective platform for the replication and independent
assessment of previously reported models and results.

Methods
Implementation of the PySML library

PySML is an extensible, effective, portable and expandable open library implemented in Python 56

version ≥ 2.7 and tested on a Linux operating system. It enables the retrieval and reproducibility of
ontology concept IC and concept or entity (concept set) pairwise SS scores. PySML runs locally or on a
high-performance computing cluster via an easy single command-line terminal on any computer or any
operating system running Python and satisfying the PySML requirements (see Supplementary File 2,
Appendix 1: Sect. 1 and Sect. 2). The only required argument is the ontology �le in OWL or OBO format,
the list of SS measures to retrieve or the application to process (see Fig. 1), and output results on the
screen or in space separated value �le according to user choice. In fact, PySML also performs concept or
term enrichment analysis on a set of entities, clustering or classi�cation of a set of entities based on SS
scores and the identi�cation of entities involved in a concept similar to a given concept target.

Different existing semantic similarity measures

As pointed out previously, several ontology semantic measures exist, including ontology concept IC and
concept or entity (concept set) pairwise SS scores. The classi�cation of different SS measures is shown
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in Fig. 2 and the full description of these measures is provided in Supplementary File 2 (see Appendix 2).
A systematic review by Mazandu et al38 revealed a large collection of semantic similarity measures (refer
to Supplementary File 2, Appendix 2, for more information) consisting of 9 IC approaches, yielding 930
ontology concept and 6574 entity pairwise SS measures, which can be deployed in speci�c applications.
PySML is a repository of python modules for analyzing entity sets at the functional level based on their
annotations using SS measures. It is a context-independent tool for implementing different SS measures
shown in Fig. 2.

Symbols of different measures used in some existing tools and PySML are shown in Supplementary File
1 (see Table 1) and we refer readers to Supplementary File 2 (see Appendix 2) where complete
descriptions and algebraic forms of all these measures are provided. Best performance often results from
trading between accuracy and computational speed, PySML implements all these measures, except those
which are known to be computationally unattractive with high disproportion between computational
complexity and performance improvement, e.g., measures built on graph-based similarity measure
(GRASM)12,54. However, PySML offers a platform that may be used to easily develop, test and assess any
measures, so that users who are interested in these measures, for example, can process them within the
platform. This makes PySML practical and easy to use, to the large community of SS users and to a
broad computational audience, helping tool designers and experienced end-users, as well as non-
programmers produce SS scores.

PySML parameter inputs and result outputs

In order to run PySML, the user invokes a speci�c module through Python alongside command
arguments (see Supplementary File 2 for details, Appendix 1: Sect. 5 and Sect. 6 for details). The list of
arguments is described in Supplementary File 2, Appendix 1: Sect. 5, with the model symbol argument in
Table 1 for the SS model to be computed and model parameter symbol argument in Supplementary File 2
(see Table S1). Some other parameters change the operation of the program according to user
preferences, for example, SS scores produced are presented in a table format, displayed on the screen or
directed into an output �le (space separated value format). It is worth noting that, for the ontology �le,
PySML allows user to provide the ontology �le in OBO or OWL format or active Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) to the ontology �le in which case PySML retrieves the ontology online using the speci�ed URL
provided.

PySML enables the computation of more than one SS models in a single command line, which are
retrieved sequentially. It stores these entity or term pairs in the output �le alongside SS scores for each
pair or term, which is calculated differently depending on the SS model. Upon running the PySML library,
the output �le, which is named after the SS measure, is created within the folder of the library by default,
if no speci�c folder, which should contain the output �le, has been provided. This output �le format is as
indicated above and containing all entity or term pairs and associated SS scores computed. Note that
displaying output on the screen with argument (-s 1) is the default option. Different testing tasks were
performed on a laptop model name Intel® Core™ i7−8665U CPU @ 1.90 GHz running x86_64 GNU/Linux.
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Overall work�ow of the PySML tool. The scheme has two main steps: User interface and input
processing. Inputs are parsed via a single command-line terminal and the query is run, producing SS
scores/application result in the user format choice.

Figure 2

Flowchart adapted from38, classifying existing SS measures. Flowchart of different measures classi�ed
according to their conception. IC values are produced using topology or annotation-based models. Using
term IC values or path length/distance (shortest path length) between two concepts (nodes) and depth of
concepts in the structure lead to different concept SS and entity SS models based on the structure of the
ontology. There also exist entity SS measures, which do not take into account the structure of the
ontology, referred to as non-ontology structure-based measures.
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Figure 3

Distribution of BMA and SimGIC scores produced by PySML and SML tools. (a) Comparing scores
computed using pairwise based BMA and IC-based SimGIC models within each tool. (b) Comparing
scores computed using pairwise based BMA and IC-based SimGIC models between PySML and SML
tools.
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Figure 4

Running time performance of PySML and SML based on BMA and SimGIC models. (a) Entity (protein)
pairwise SS score retrieval versus �le size in kilobytes (K) or megabytes (M), approximating linear time
complexity, with average running time of BMA and SimGIC models with Lin pairwise term similarity based
on the Seco IC values. (b) Expected running time of PySML using Avg, Max, BMA, ABM and BMM models,
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and that of IC-based SimGIC, SimDIC, SimUIC, SimCOU, SimCOT models with nunivers pairwise term
similarity based on the GO-universal IC values.
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